
Minutes of November 10, 2015 Meeting of  
Bloomington-Posoltega Committee  

6:30 p.m. in Room 155, Showers Building 
 

Present:  Mary Jensen, David Boeyink, Christine Missik, and Debbi Conkle  
 

1. Minutes of the October 13, 2015 meeting were approved   
2. Treasurer’s Report –   

Balances: 
Bloomington SCI,Inc.   11.80 
Posoltega Checking         2,935.05 
CUBAmistad               19.51 
Transfer of funds – On October 12, 2015, Dave transferred $925.00 for November expenses 
(scholarship, hot lunch and sewing lessons). 
Current status – We will remain solvent through the end of the year. 

3. Old Business 
Report on the Bedford Middle School presentation – Dave and Debbi made their presentation to 120 
6th  – 8th grade students on 10/28/15, having been invited by Christa Toohill, the language and world 
culture instructor at the school.  Christa met us at our Fiesta.  Debbi put photos in a Powerpoint program 
to go along with Dave’s outline.  The presentation lasted 50 minutes including time for questions at the 
end.  The students seemed receptive, writing thank-yous reflecting, as Dave wrote, “that they had 
received a diverse number of the messages we offered.”  Ms. Toohill’s classes now have piggy banks in 
their rooms labeled, “Pennies for Posoltega,” for the students’ loose change. 
Scholarship program – Debbi reported that Guillermo Martinez and Orbelina Soza have determined 
that two of our scholarship students unfortunately are not attending classes this semester, and so have 
been removed from the scholarship list.  We still are working to update our scholarship documents in 
Spanish with hopes of posting them on our website for all of the students to see. 
History of our committee – Barbara has been passing on some valuable committee information. Debbi  
hopes to organize it - including incorporation papers, minutes, informational flyers, and historical 
summaries -- into a large three-ring-binder. 
Sewing project – Debbi is waiting to hear back from Wendy, whose father is a very dependable 
contractor/carpenter, as to an estimate on adding electrical lines and more lights to the house that will 
house the sewing project.  Right now, we understand that classes have started, but without sewing 
machines. 

4. New Business 
End of Year Newsletter – Dave again graciously agreed to write the newsletter. He was given several 
suggestions as to content. Once it is finished, we will meet to get the mailing ready.  Debbi has been 
updating the list of addresses since our last mailing.  In all, 44 envelopes were returned to us.  She was 
able to find new addresses for 15 of those, and will switch to email delivery for 4 others. 
Other work – Christine has volunteered to follow up with an MCCSC Templeton teacher who wants to 
have pen-pals between his students and those in an elementary school in Posoltega. Dave has written to 
an educator in Posoltega to facilitate this.  Debbi hopes to get “into” the Sister Cities International site, 
so that we can start accessing important information.  We especially need to find out how SCI might 
help us in getting visas for visitors from Posoltega in 2016.  We need a password.  
 
No meeting on December 8 – We will be meeting again in November for the newsletter work, and so 
we will not need to meet in December.   
 
Next Meeting: January 12, 2016, Kelly Conference Room, 6:30pm  

 
                          
 



      ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Bloomington Sister Cities International, Inc.  

 
CUBAmistad and the Bloomington Posoltega Committee did not have any joint business this month.  We did 
learn that CUBAmistad will be hosting a fundraising meal at Topos on December 8, 2015, at 6:30pm. 
 


